
AFTW Summary of Meeting 13 May 2015 at SDL FSDO 

 

Attendees: 
Schools 

Instructors 

Brent Crow(CAE), Terry Brandt (DPE),  , Josh Klein(ATP/ASU), Jon Micetic 

(Westwind), Tommy Thomason, Ron Baier (Canyon State Aero), F. McDonongh 

(apstraining) 

FAA  

Other or 

affiliation 

unknown 

Michael Hampshire, Ronald McDow, Michael Cunningham, K. Enger, P. Jossi, J. 

Melanson, A. Such 

Note the agenda titles are below but the wide ranging discussions at this meeting had treads and connections that 

crossed the boundaries of the categories.  The items discussed are placed in an appropriate place. 

 

Airports: Check NOTAMS. 

SDL maintenance and closures. 
http://newsletters.scottsdaleaz.gov/list/h1pjwnrp/150617B/qokp9f.vib?a1=samir.kanuga%

40gmail.com&a0=684 

 

IWA will have maintenance during the early summer and the ILS will be OTS at times.  

Can an instrument approach be made to a closed runway? 

 

GYR will be closed at nights (Usually Sun-Thurs) for about 2+ months. 

 

CGZ parachute drop zone on the airport is still an open issue. Concerns and comments 

should go to the Airport manager and the FSDO. 

 

Sky Ranch at Carefree UNICOM frequency changed posted on current charts. 

Airspace: 

One school reported increased sightings of UAV at higher altitudes and in airport traffic 

areas.  BE ALERT and report to ATC or FSS using NMAC procedures outlined in AIM 7-

6-3.  Be specific in your report that it was a NMAC. 

 

Stanfield Procedures continue to require all users to be alert and courteous in the area. 

http://www.aftw.org/cgz_practice_approaches.PDF  was elevated on the web site and 

discussions to revise continue. 

 

PRC practice areas are also on the website.  http://www.aftw.org/prc_area.pdf  

 

Looking to adding some practice area information in the TUC area as the information 

becomes available. 

 

There are actions toward finding additional frequencies to use in the various training areas 

for self reporting.  We continue to monitor and will report progress and any changes. 

 

Note the TSA and FAA may become more interested in you if it appears you are not 

taking note of FDC NOTAM 4/0811 – Special Notice –( http://131.131.7.97/GFR.htm) 

http://newsletters.scottsdaleaz.gov/list/h1pjwnrp/150617B/qokp9f.vib?a1=samir.kanuga%40gmail.com&a0=684
http://newsletters.scottsdaleaz.gov/list/h1pjwnrp/150617B/qokp9f.vib?a1=samir.kanuga%40gmail.com&a0=684
http://www.aftw.org/cgz_practice_approaches.PDF
http://www.aftw.org/prc_area.pdf
http://131.131.7.97/GFR.htm


Pilots are strongly advised to avoid the airspace above, or in proximity to such sites as 

power plants (nuclear, hydro-electric, or coal), dams, refineries, industrial complexes, 

military facilities and other similar facilities 

– Although this is not a specific restriction to flights in these areas, it is expected 

that good judgment be used when operating in the vicinity of these areas and to 

avoid loitering. 

 

Operations and Processes: 

As instructors, we should check pilots ratings and qualifications on their certificates when 

conducting Flight Reviews and starting training. Occasionally we will still see a paper 

certificate and in the instance reported here in “Not Qualified to Fly”  

http://azpilots.org/images/newsletters/2015/apanewsletter2015-07jul.pdf the pilot got an 

unpleasant surprise. 

 

Logbooks entries and endorsements are sometimes missing entries for ground instruction 

or citing incorrect regulations and sections.  AC and log book formats can help but note 

that regulations change and those may then not have all the details you would want or need 

to include in your endorsements. 

 

One continuing area of weakness for CFI applicants and therefore a concern for 

recommending instructors is in spins and demonstration of stalls.  A DPEAG bulletin 

provides additional background. http://azdpeag.org/wordpress/wp-

content/uploads/2012/04/DPE-BULLETIN-16-DEMONSTRATION-STALLS-CFI.pdf  

 

Airman Certification Standards are still coming.  A resource to help you prepare and 

monitor the progress is http://www.faa.gov/training_testing/testing/ .  You can subscribe 

there to receive notice of changes to the testing environment. 

 

Other:  

ASAG Awards Banquet will be in Nov 21 2015.  It is not too early to nominate the best of 

instructors, technicians, representatives, airports and towers.  It is great if you can provide 

support to the ASAG in terms of donations or silent auction items.   

See http://aviationsafetyadvisorygroup.org/ for more information. 

 

A Subcommittee developed an initial list of the Arizona Flight Training Organizations and 

key individuals to assist in the notification and communication process.  If you want to 

insure you are included please advise. 

 

Next Meetings:  

Wed 9 Sep 2015 at the FSDO, 9:30 to 11:30 am 

Thrus 12 Nov 2015 at the FSDO, 9:30 to 11:30 am 

http://azpilots.org/images/newsletters/2015/apanewsletter2015-07jul.pdf
http://azdpeag.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/DPE-BULLETIN-16-DEMONSTRATION-STALLS-CFI.pdf
http://azdpeag.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/DPE-BULLETIN-16-DEMONSTRATION-STALLS-CFI.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/training_testing/testing/
http://aviationsafetyadvisorygroup.org/

